Discerning Culinary Experiences on the Water’s Edge
Pure Africa presents unique to the area exclusively tailored culinary experiences on the water’s edge, be it overlooking
the Victoria Falls, on a riverside or island, ensuring extraordinary moments in otherwise inaccessible locations.
Unlock the mystery of the Falls with a Specialist Guide

While many visitors to Victoria Falls will be happy to book our one-hour visit to the Falls with their driver guide, we have come to realise
that some of our more discerning clients would prefer a more exclusive and in-depth excursion.
We therefore designed a new category of experiences – our Exclusive Experiences. They start with a specialist Guided Tour of the Falls
that is hosted by the most knowledgeable and proficient guides, ensuring that our guests see the Falls from the best angles and learn
the lesser-known secrets and legends that the ‘Smoke that Thunders’ holds, as well as visit the most dramatic and picturesque viewing
points. This tour invites a greater understanding of the magnitude, historical relevance and sheer beauty of this Natural Wonder of the
World and includes an impassioned one hour talk on Dr David Livingstone and the influence he had on the area. The entire experience
is brought to life through animated storytelling, as only true raconteurs do.

Exclusive Experiences with Culinary Flair

Your specialist Guided Tour of the Falls will be followed by a culinary delight, designed with our most refined guests in mind – be it a
couple seeking privacy on the water’s edge, or an occasion that calls to the best of life.
Inspired by the mystery of the Falls, arrive at a location where a private brunch or cocktails – depending on the time of day, has been
set up just for you in the Rainforest National Park. Near the David Livingstone Statue is a popular option. Pure Africa loves creating
these experiences as a surprise, which it certainly is as you round the path at the end of your tour to find the setup just for you –
creating a moment you’ll want stopped in time.

Our Guided Tour of the Falls and Rainforest Brunch has you witnessing the sun rising to burn away the morning mist, revealing
rainbows playing in the spray as you’re lead through the park to the location where your private brunch will be served. Meticulously
laid tables perched on the edge of the gorge, waiter service and the chef presenting an array of delicious treats, fresh croissants, fruit,
cheese, coffees and freshly squeezed orange juices – plus an obligatory splash of bubbly.
The Guided Tour of the Falls and Riverside Picnic brings you to a setting with laid out rugs, plumped up cushions, comfy throws and a
basket that bursts with gourmet treats. An activity fashioned specifically to match the client’s needs, it can be tailored to the group’s
interest, size and preferences in the most surreal and intimate settings with the transfer by water shuttle or road. Be spoilt with homemade gourmet sandwiches, sparkling wine, fresh salads and canapés – depending on the time of day. The Riverside Picnic is utterly
private and fully serviced with premium drinks to order, guaranteeing soul-soothing hours on the water’s edge.
If preferred, in the afternoon as the sun seeks West and the light warms to a golden hue after a busy day, you’ll be transferred to the
Rainforest National Park for your specialist Guided Tour of the Falls. Captivated by the tales of wonder, take advantage of the various
viewing points for the best photo angles before being directed to the David Livingstone Statue, where Pure Africa will set up a private
cocktail station just for you. Canapés and cocktails, Pure Africa Wine, artisanal spirits and premium drinks will be served just meters
away from one of the most popular viewing decks at the falls – it couldn’t be more perfect.

A riverside picnic, with a table set for your private group, and a comfy area set up to linger at after lunch.

A platter of delicious cheese and snacks set out at the riverside picnic.

Walking from your guided tour, a table awaits overlooking the crevice of Victoria Falls.
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